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Consumers choice

Consumer choice

Consumers choice in microeconomic is simply the following:

• How should the consumer get income? (we deal with this later)
• How should s/he spend it? (this is the subject of consumption theory)

Budget line
• Consumed quantities of goods: x, y
• Prices of goods: px , py
• Consumer's income: I
• One can only by I/px quantity from good X
• One can only by I/py quantity from good Y
• Money spent on X : px x
• Money spent on Y : py y
• Total amount of money spent: Px x + Py y

Denition 1. The budget constraint tells us that the consumer cannot spend more on commodities than
her/his income:
Px x + P y y ≤ I

Denition 2. The

market opportunity set

shows the available baskets of commodities:

B ≡ {(x, y)|Px x + Py y ≤ I; x, y ≥ 0}

Denition 3. If the consumer spends all her/his income, the budget constraint equation will be an
equality. We call this equation the budget line:

Px x + P y y = I
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Consumer choice
• The goal of the consumer is to choose the best available alternative.
• The budget constraint represents scarcity for the consumer.
• Consumer rationality (What is the best for her/him?) is represented by the utility function, and
the assumed utility maximizing behavior.
• THUS the goal of the consumer is to choose that basket of commodities, which provides the higher
utility, i.e. to decide how much and what commodity to consume within her/his constraints.

Optimum of consumer

The shaded region OKL is the consumer's market opportunity set. The optimum is the point on the
budget line KL that lies on the highest attainable indierence curve (point C ∗ on indierence curve U2 ).

Corner solution

If the indierence curves have the usual negative slope but are concave to the origin, the best attainable
position along the budget line KL must be a corner solution, at one or the other axis. Here the optimum
of the consumer C ∗∗ on the y -axis lies on indierence curve U4 .

Corner solution

If indierence curves are convex to the origin, the optimum of the consumer may be either in the interior
or at a corner. Here the optimum along the budget line KL is the corner solution C ∗∗
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The geometry of consumer choice
Statement 1. The optimum of the consumer is the point on the budget line that touches the highest

attainable indierence curve. With convex indierence curves, the optimum can be an interior solution
where positive amounts of both commodities are bought. Or it can be a corner solution. the budget line
reaches the highest attainable indierence curve along an axis, so that one of the commodities is not
bought at all.

Optimum of the consumer (cardinal utility)
Consumption balance equality (inequality):

M Ux (x > 0)
M Uy (y > 0)
=
Px
Py
M Ux (x > 0)
M Uy (y > 0)
M Uz (z = 0)
=
>
Px
Py
Pz

Statement 2. ANALYTIC OPTIMUM PRINCIPLE (CARDINAL UTILITY): For all goods consumed
in positive quantities, at the optimum the consumption balance equality holds (marginal utility per dollar is the same for each). For any good not consumed at all, its marginal utility per dollar must be
smaller, even for the very rst unit, than the marginal utility per dollar of the goods consumed in positive
quantities.

A digression: one actor economy
Consumption optimum for Robinson Crusoe

Crusoe's opportunity set, the shaded region, is bounded by his production possibility curve for producing
combinations of sh and bananas for his own consumption. His consumption optimum is the tangency
point C ∗ (an interior solution).
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Optimum of the consumer (ordinal utility)

Marginal rate of substitution in consumption (M RSC ):

∆y
∆x
dy
M RSC ≡
dx

M RSC ≡

Optimum

At point A, M RSC , the absolute value of the indierence curve slope is approximated by the ratio
AD/DD = 5/3 The price ratio Px /Py is the absolute value of the budget line slope; AD/DG = 5/3.
Since the two slopes are unequal, point A cannot be an optimum for the consumer.
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Complements and substitutes
Perfect substitutes

The indierence curves of are parallel straight lines, indicating that the two commodities (nickels and
dimes) are perfect substitutes. If the price ratio in the market, represented by the slope of the budget
line, diers from the slope of the indierence curves, the consumer will go to a corner solution.

Close substitutes

The indierence curves have a slight degree of normal convex curvature, indicating that the two commodities (Granny Smith's apples and Jonathan apples) are close, though not perfect substitutes. A
relatively small change in the price ratio (from the slope of line SS' to the slope of line FF') causes a
relative large change in consumption (from S* to F*) though not a total switch from one good to another.

Perfect complements

The right angled indierence curves indicate that the two commodities (right shoe and left shoe) are
perfect complements. the change in the price ratio has no eect on the quantity ratio chosen, which will
always be 1:1 at the best attainable "elbow" point.
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Strong complements

The indierence curve are nearly, but not quite, right angled: the commodities (electricity and electrical
appliances) are strong, though not perfect, complements. Here, a relatively large change in the price
ratio (from the slope of line SS' to the slope of line FF') induces only a relatively small change in the
quantity ratio (from S* to F*)

The consumers's response to changing opportunities

Income expansion path
Eect of income expansion

The income expansion path (IEP) shows all the optimum consumption bundles for the consumer as I
varies, with prices remaining the same.
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Example.: P.O.W. camp

After halving o cigarette and food rations, the typical P.O.W. was forced from an initial position like
Q∗ to a less preferred outcome Q0 .

The Engel curve
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Price expansion path
Eect of price expansion

A fall in the price of good X (with income I and the price of the other good Y held constant) tilts the
budget line outward (from (KL to K 0 L0 to K 00 L00 ). The optimal consumption bundle shifts from Q to
R to S . The price expansion path (PEP) connects all such optimum positions.

• As price Px falls  income I held constant  the consumer attains higher utility. The arrowhead on
the PEP-curve indicated the direction of utility improvement.
• When the PEP-curve slopes downward, as in the range between Q and R, the consumer responds
to a fall in Px by choosing more X but less of the numeraire good Y . Where the PEP-curve has a
positive slope, as in the range between R and S in the diagram, reducing Px induces the consumer
to buy more form both X and Y .
• Point K in the gure is associated with a price Px so that the consumer buys none of good X at all.
(This is the "choke" price for X .) The PEP must also lie everywhere below the dashed horizontal
line at height K in the diagram.
• The PEP may even have a section the curls upward and to the left (the circled region in the gure
below), in which a lower Px causes the consumer to buy less of good X ! When this option applies,
the commodity is called "Gien-good" for this consumer. The Gien property can only hold over
a limited range. With negatively sloped indierence curves and positive preference directions, the
PEP cannot move up and to the left very long and still enter regions of higher utility.

The Gien case
Gien-goods
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The price expansion path (PEP) can have a segment where it curls back up and to the left (the circled
region): less of X is purchased as its price declines. In this range X would be called a "Gien good".

Law of Demand - intuitive approach

The demand curve: eect of income changes

A rise in income implies larger purchases of X at each price Px . The demand curve shifts upwards.

Demand functions

Consumer choice as a function of prices and income:

x(px , py , I)
y(px , py , I)
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Note 1. Prices and income are exogenous variables (parameters) of consumer choice, however in the
demand function they are endogenous variables.
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